
Needing to be right if I disagree with a family member

Disagreeing w/my partner in front of the kids about how to discipline them

Letting my pride keep me from allowing peace in my family

Being distracted by my smartphone during family meals

Allowing others to be distracted by electronic devices during family meals

Having negative thinking around a family situation

Comparing my family to other families

Focusing on parenting mistakes that I think I have made

Turning a blind eye to inappropriate behavior of a family member

Bringing up the past

Over committing to activities that take away from family time

My ‘Stop Doing’ List

With my family, I will stop…
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Spending time with a friend that brings you down 

Spending time with a friend/associate that is not supportive

Thinking you need to be all things to all people

Saying yes when you really mean no

Aiding and abetting bad behavior

Spending too much time with friends which takes away from your self-care

Allowing others to take advantage of your friendship

Doing more for others than you are willing to do for yourself

Spending time with toxic people

Comparing yourself to friends/associates

With my friends/affiliates, I will stop…

Follow my ‘Stop Doing’ checklist below and on the following pages, to get clear on the little (and 
authentic

Spending time with a friend that brings medown

Spending time with a friend/associate that is not supportive

Thinking I neeed to be all things to all people

Saying yes when I really mean no

Aiding and abetting bad behavior

Spending too much time with friends which takes away from self-care

Allowing others to take advantage of my friendship

Doing more for others than I am willing to do for myself

Spending time with toxic people

Comparing myself to friends/associates



Expecting your spouse/partner to be responsible for your happiness

Playing victim in your relationship

Needing to be right

Playing small in your relationship

Communicating poorly

Ignoring the importance of intimacy in my relationship

Tolerating an abusive relationsip

Allowing my children to run/ruin our relationship

My ‘Stop Doing’ List

With my marriage/signficant other, I will stop…
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Going to work each day with a bad attitude

Working for money vs pursuing your passion/calling

Fearing change or losing your identity

Neglecting your true calling because of fear of failure

Waiting for the perfect time to make a change

Isolating myself from others

With my work/vocation, I will stop…

Expecting my spouse/partner to be responsible for my happiness

Playing victim in my relationship

Looking for flaws and shortcomings in my spouse/partner

Needing to be right

Playing small in my relationship

Complaining about a job I “hate’

Going to work each day with a bad attitude

Working for money vs pursuing my passion/calling

Fearing change or losing my identity

Neglecting my true calling because of fear of failure

Waiting for the perfect time to make a change



Operating without a budget

Spending more than I earn

Having a never enough mentality

Making bad investment decisions

Delaying starting a retirement plan

Taking on debt other than my home mortgage

Acting on "HOT" tips/listening too much to others

My ‘Stop Doing’ List

With my money/finances, I will stop…
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Being addicted to my smartphone

Not making sleep a priority

Not taking care of my dental health

Skipping meals

Ignoring health warning signs

Skipping exercise

Mindless eating

Failing to discuss family health history

Not making time for preventive care

Skipping recommended check-up and vaccines

Eating excess processed foods

Not getting enough omega proteins, veg, and plant based foods

Getting too much sun

With my physical health, I will stop…



Operating without a budget

Spending more than I earn

Having a never enough mentality

Making bad investment decisions

Delaying starting a retirement plan

Taking on debt other than my home mortgage

Acting on "HOT" tips/listening too much to others

Filling my time with distractions instead of self-care

Making excuses

Sabotaging my opportunities for personal growth

Thinking that personal development is a sign of weakness

Expecting others to invest in my personal development

Thinking that I have no further to evolve

Having resistance to change

Resisting input and constructive feedback from others

My ‘Stop Doing’ List

With my personal development, I will stop…
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Being stuck on logical thinking

Following the rules

Being so practical and serious

Caring what others think

With my learning/creativity, I will stop…



Spending so much time on my digital devices

Sitting at home watching TV, instead go for a 30-minute walk

Making excuses that keep me from recreation/leisure

Negating the importance of rec/leisure in my life

Poo-pooing leisure as a wonderful stress reliever

Being busy, being busy

My ‘Stop Doing’ List

With my recreation/leisure, I will stop…
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starts by becoming aware of the good choices and the bad choices that 

following pages, to get clear on the little (and some big) things that 

will lead you right to a place of beautiful happiness that is yours to 

starts by becoming aware of the good choices and the bad choices that 

following pages, to get clear on the little (and some big) things that 

will lead you right to a place of beautiful happiness that is yours to 

The bottom line is that happiness is a choice; it is a way of being.  Your 
satisfaction is your responsibility and no one else’s.  When you choose 
to “Be” happy you, in turn, start to think cheerful thoughts which make 
you feel good.  Your happy thoughts lead to you speaking positive words 

and then, your words turn into positive actions.  It is from this state 
of happiness that you will attract like-minded people into your life.  

Your way of being will also rub off on others.  They will begin to pick 
up on your energy and mirror your behavior.  

I intend that this 'Stop Doing' checklist will assist you in taking 
inventory of your life.  Use it as a tool to have a close look at these nine 

domains in your life and make adjustments that you know will help 
you to continue to Create A Life You Love.  

Stay True and Be You,

Annie


